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Vertical Search is hard 
(to do well) 



Why is it worth doing? 

•  Gives users what they want, in their language 
•  Engage, aggregate, and monetize a 

specialized market. 



A search engine for engineers 

4.1 million registered engineering, technical, 
scientific and industrial professionals 



How engineers use the Internet 



SpecSearch: Parametric search 



Engineering Web search 

•  Domain-specific web search engine 



Why Engineering Web search? 



GlobalSpec Vertical Search Architecture 
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Domain experts provide 
seed sites (several 
hundred to a few 
thousand) to the crawler 
to get initial content 

Once the crawler has 
found ~ 10,000 sites, 
Domain experts “train” 
the classifers which ones 
are relevant  

Relevant sites are published to 
the index.  URLs harvested 
from relevant sites are fed back 
to the crawler to get new 
content.  Hidden web content 
is published separately.  The 
system “grows” automatically. 
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Practical problems 

•  Web crawling 
•  Spam 
•  Ranking 
•  Scale 



Crawling challenges 

•  Crawl selection and (re-)scheduling 
•  Inaccessible and ‘Hidden Web’ content 
•  Crawler traps 



Engineering Web spam 



Document ranking and recall 

•  Users compare results with general engines 

•  Evaluate relevance often 
–  Usage data 
–  Task-centric comparative studies 
–  Surveys 



Scale 

•  Hundreds of millions of pages 
•  Tens of terabytes of data 
•  Failure is routine 



Research challenges 

•  Integrated text and structured retrieval 
•  CAD retrieval and indexing 
•  Research to industry technology transfer 



Unified text and structured retrieval 



CAD (shape) retrieval 

•  SHREC competition 
CAD Track 
–  http://www.aimatshape.net/event/

SHREC/ 

•  Purdue and Princeton 
shape labs 

•  Search by sketch 



Research transfer issues 

Strengths 
–  Easy to use 
–  Community support and documentation 
–  ‘Good enough’ for many applications 

Weaknesses 
–  Does not scale well beyond a few million documents 
–  Lucene’s relevance is sub-standard out of the box. 
–  Index format is not easily extensible 
–  It is not easy to index large collections.   



Summary 

•  Vertical search is hard 

Pros 
-  Greater precision from limited scope  
-  Leverage domain knowledge  
-  Detailed knowledge about users and tasks 

Challenges 
-  The same challenges as full-web search  
-  Most users will not remember your vertical 
-  Integrating structured and text content 
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